I'm trying to explain that the Earth-planet really is crooked on its axis and that that's likely to be from an long-ago drama scene when the back-and-forth trekKers over Beringia had as usual (in pre-map days) gotten lost and snowed-in and run out of food and decided to grab and cook the weaklings amongst themselves (women and children/children and women) and the shrieking and anguish raised such a ruckus that the assembled spirit world and maybe with some Old World people who'd been trapped into trying to make this trek to find out where it was that these stranger-invaders come from, decided to try to push the Earth via the mountains so that the freezing Autists would have more warmth toward trying to keep walking out of that dead-end situation and everybody pushed real hard all together and there was temporarily more warmth but over in Siberia then there were all those avalanches that fell on the mammoths and I think also led to some people's retreating into caves and that's what led to what I offhand call the "Neanderthal" people/s. Like with spinning plates, when I solar-system planet goes away they might all fall and break.